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- against -

MEIYI ñ.A, alkla MARY XIA, and
LA\üRENCE X. PA}I,

STATEMENT OF
CLAíM

Respondents.

Pusuant to the rules of the National Association of Secr¡rities Dealers, Inc. ('NASD"),

Thomas Fletcher & Company, Inc., previously known as Asia Pacific Securities, Inc. ("Fletcher"),

Thomas Fletcher Holdings, L.L.C. ("Holdings"), and Frank J. Lockwood ("Lockwood") (together

referred to as "Claimants") submit this claim against Meiyi Xia alWa Mary Xia ("Xiar") and

Lawrence X. Pan ("Pan") (together referred to as "Respondents"), and allege as follows;

JI]RISDICTION

1. Fletcher, as a member of theNASD, Lockwood, as an individual registered with the

NASD, and Holdings as the principal o\ryner of Fletcher, submit this dispute for arbitration pursuant

to Section 1020lof the NASD Code of A¡biration Procedwe.

PARTIES

2. Fletcher, a corporation organized pursuant to the laws ofDelaware, is a broker-dealer

registered with the Secr¡¡ities and Exchange Commission, and is a member of the NASD. It

maintains an offrce at 39 Broadway, New York, New York 10006. Fletcher was known as Asia
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3. Holdings is a limited liability company organized and existing pursuant to the laws

of the State of New york with its principal place of business located at 39 Broadway, New York,

New york 10006. Holdings purchased 20%o of the voting stock of Fletcher on March 1,2001 ared

an option to purchase the 80% balance of the voting stock of Fletcher. The option was exercised on

May 31, 2001. ¡(ia holds an option to repurchase 20Yo of the voting stock of Fletcher through

January 31,2002.

4. LockwoodisanindividualregisteredwiththeNASD ar¡disassociatedwithFletcher.

Loclcrvood has an unblemished record of nearly 50 years in the secr.¡rities industry and has served on

various committees of regulatory agencies.

5. Xia until May 3, 2001 was employed by Fletcher as its Chairman of the Board of

Directors and as a registered principal. Xia is a resident of the Søte of New Jersey with a mailing

address of 2 Monroe Drive, Princeton Junction, New Jersey 08550. Xia is married to respondent

Pan.

6. Upon information and belief, Pan was employed by and associated with Fletcher as

a Director and principal thereof. Pan is a resident ofthe Søte ofNew Jersey with a mailing address

of 2 Monroe Drive, Princeton Junction, New Jersey 08550, and is the husband of respondent Xia.

FACTUAL BACKGROI.JND

7 . On or about Ma¡ch l, 2001, Holdings purchased 20Yo of the voting stock in Fletcher

from Xia pwsuant to a written Stock Acquisition Agreement (the "Stock Acquisition Agreement").

A copy of the Stock Acquisition Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit A.

8. At the same time, Holdings acquired an Option Agreement (the "Option Agreement'o)



Êom Xia whereby she granted Holdings the option to purcirase ner remaining 80% of voting stock

in Fletcher. A copy of the Option Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit B.

g. On or about Ma¡ch 1,2001, upon the execution of the Stock Acquisition Agreement

and the Option Agreement, Lockwood became President of Fletcher and has continuously held that

position to the date hereof.

10. Upon Lockwood becoming President of Fletcher, Xiq who had been President and

ChiefExecutive Offrcer of Fletcher, became the Chairman of the Board ofDirectors of Fletcher. Xia

remained the Chairrran of the Board of Directors of Fletcher through May 3, 2001, when she

resigned all positions with Fletcher.

I l. On May 24,2001Holdings notified Xia that it would exercise the option to purchase

the 80% balance of the voting stock of Fletcher on May 3 I , 2001 . The closing took place and was

completed on May 31, 2001.

12. Following execution of the Stock Acquisition Agreement, Xia continued in direct

contol of the operations of Fletcher and attended all management meetings, interviewed all

prospective employees, participated in corporate finance meetings in Fletcher's offices and at the

locations of prospective corporate clients' offrces, participated in the maintenance of Fletcher's

books and records, designed Fletcher's brochures and business cards, and in general was active in

the daily operations of Fletcher's business. Xia was also Fletcher's designee for filing Forms BD,

U-4, U-5 and other fonns with CRD. Xia was the sole signatory on the bank account of Fletcher.

Fletcher offered Xia a long-term employment contract and, provided she continued her employment

and performed her duties in a satisfactory manner, she would continue to be paid at the rate of

$5,416.66 a month.
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participated in a due diligence review of the business Ììyecare International, inc., a prospective

sorporate finance client of Fletcher, which has its principal offtces in Tamp4 Florida.

14. Xia made all ofthe travel and hotel arrangement for the April 17 ,2001tip to T*pu,

Florida. She reserved a two-bedroom suite with n'vo (2) separate, private bedrooms (with doors and

locks), as well as two (2) bathrooms, a living room, a dining area and kitchen. Each of the bedrooms

in the suite had a door with a lock which made each bedroom completely private. Xia occupied the

larger bedroom with a private bathroom within the private bedroom. A diagrarn ofthe two-bedroom

suite provided by the hotel is annexed hereto as Exhibit C.

15. Shortly after their arrival at the hotel, Xia er.¡ercd Lockwood's private bedroom and

suggested to Lockwood that they shower together and engage in sexual activity. Lockwood rejected

those sexual advances, explaining to her that (a) Xia was maried; (b) that Xia was more than twenty

(20) years younger than he; (c) he and Xia were in a business, not a personal relationship, and it

would be inappropriate to enter into a sexual relationship; (d) that he had a long term, exclusive,

monogamous relationship, for more than ten ( l0) years and such conduct as suggested by Xia would

be inappropriate for him; and (e) finally, that Lockwood is an extemely devout and practicing

Roman Catholic who attends chruch regularly and such activity as suggested by Xia was totally

inappropriate and morally unacceptable to him. Xia appeared to accept Lockwood's position.

16. The following moming, while Lockwood was in his bathroom having completed his

shower and had a towel wrapped arowrd him, Xia entered Lockn'ood's bath¡oom t¡nclothed and

asked to borrow his hair dryer. Lockwood told her to take the hair dryer, which she took and left

4



Lockrvood's bathroom'

17. At no time during their stay in Tampa" Florida di; Lockwood engage in any sexual

activity with Xia. Xia and Lockwood stayed in the hotel for one additional night to complete the

br¡siness with Eyecare International, Inc. and returned to New York on April 19,2001, a Thrusday,

18. The following Monday, Xia began a week long insurance course away from the

Fletcher office.

19. Xia did not thereafter return to the Fletcher offrce. On or about May 3,2001, Xia

wrote a letter to Lockwood and delivered copies thereof to Roman Thaker and Sergei Voronchenko,

one of the owners of Holdings, stating among other things, that she quit her "job" at Fletcher and

requested that she be immediately removed from the Form BD. The May 3, 2001 letter is annexed

hereto as Exhibit D.

20. In cor¡formance with Xia's request, on or about May I 5, 200 I , Lockwood filed Xia' s
,#t" '' 

,,...,.';..,
Fom¡ U-5 with the Central Registration Depository ("CRD"), thereby fully terminating Xia's

association and registration with Fletcher.

2l . On or about May 7 ,2001 , Xia wrote, delivered and published a letter to Loclcwood

and delivered copies thereof to Holdings'and Fletche/s lawyer Cha¡les Snow, Esq. and to Roman

Thaker and Sergei Voronchenko, two cr¡rent owners of Holdings. A copy ofthe May 7,2001 letter

is annexed hereto as Exhibit E.

22. On or about May 8,2001, Xia composed, delivered and published letters to Natalia

Salygina, the President of 3W Corp., Inc., a major corporate customer of Fletcher, and to Mikhail

Kofüra¡r also of 3W Corp., Inc. The May 8, 2001 letter from Xia to Natalia Salygina is annexed

hereto as Extribit F. The May 8, 2001 letter from Xia to Mikhail Kofinan is'annexed hereto as



Exliibit G'

23. ()opies of Exhibits F and G, the two May 8,20ill lefters to Natalia Srrlyginaand

Mikhait Kofinan were delivered and published to Lockwood, Charles Snow, Roman Thaker and

Sergei Voronchenko.

24. Upon information and belief all th¡ee letters, Exhibits E, F and G were composed,

wriuen, prepared, delivered and published by Xia with the assistance and participation of her

husband, Pan and, upon information and belief were delivered and published as transmitted to the

securities and Exchange commission ("sEC"), NASDR and cRD.

25. The letters of May 7,2OOl and May 8,2001, annexed hereto as Exhibits E, F and G,

contain numerous, false and defamatory statements about and concerning Loclavood. These false

and defamatory statements include:

a. That Lockwood improperly kissed Xia several times and told her that he

would like to bring her to his home.

b' That Lockwood acknowledged that he made improper advances to Xia and

promised that he would not do so again.

c. That Lockwood took hold ofXia s hand and saidthatifhe were ten (10) years

younger, Xia's husband would be in trouble.

d. That Lockwood asked Xia to book a two-bedroom suite with an "access door,,

to each bedroom for the Tampa trip.

e. That on or about April 17,2001, Lockwood sexually assaulted Xia.

f. That Lockwood transmitted a "popular sexual disease" to Xia which Xia

describes as, "painful and incwable sexually transmitted disease which will plâgue me for the rest
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g. Xia wrote that Lockwood "is a iiar, cheated his partners, he acted like rascal

and ruined my personal and family life."

h. That Lockwood sexually harassed Xia.

26- The foregoing statements, and other statements concerning Lockwood made by Xia

and upon information and belief, by Pan, were false and known to be false when they were made by

Xia and Pan.

27 - The foregoing statements madetoNataliaSalygina Mikhail Kofinan, Charles Snow,

Roman Thaker, Sergei Voronchenko, the NASDR, CRD, and the SEC were malicious and intended

to harm I ockwood, Holdings and Fletcher and did harm them. These statements were made for the

express purpose of damaging the reputation of Lockwood and extorting money from Lockwood.

28. There is no legitimate reason for Xia and Pan to transmit the May 8, 20Ol letters to

Natalia Salygina and Mikhail Kofman, or the NASDR, CRD or SEC, other than to damage the

business and reputation of Holdings, Fletcher and Lockwood.

29. In or about M ay 2001 ,Pan advised a corporate recruiter, Peter Stamm, that Lockwood

sexually harassed his wife Xia. Pan knew the statement he made to Peter Stamm concerning

Lockwood was false, was intended to damage Lockwood's reputation and did so.

30. On or about May 25,2001,Xia wrote, delivered and published a letter to Lockwood

and delivered copies thereof to Jon Blizt¿rd, Arthur Carmel and David A. Liebowitz of the New

York NASDR offtces, Steve Siman and Gary K. Liebowitz of the New Jersey NASDR offices,

Robert Glauber of the Washington NASDR offrces, the SEC Complaint Center, Roman Thaker,

Sergei Voronchenko, and to Natalia Salygina" the President of 3V/ Corp., Inc., a major corporate



3 i . I he lctter o'i *-ía'J 25 ,200 I contains numerous, fai:e and cíe tarnatorj s'Laternelits about

and concerning Lockwood. These false and defamatory statements include, but are not limited to,

the following:

a. ThatLoclcrvoodis "dishonestandunethical" andterminatedXia's registation

with Fletcher without notifying Xia or receiving consent from her.

b. That Xia exercised her right for payment of $57,000 which Lockwood and

Roman Thaker tefused to honor.

c. That on or about April 17,2001, Lockwood sexually assaulted Xia.

d. That Lockwood violated "NASD rules and regulations" as well as "cheated

[the] NASD."

e. That Lockwood made "intentional material statements" in a BD flling within

the NASDR.

32. The foregoing statements, and other statements concerning Lockwood made by Xia

and upon information and belief, Pan, were false and known to be false when they were rnade by Xia

and Pan.

33. The foregoing statements made to representatives of theNASDR and SEC, Natalia

Salygina Cha¡les Snow, Roman Thaker and Sergei Voronchenko were malicious and intended to

harm Loclarood, Holdings and Fletcher and did harm them. These statements were made for the

express purpose of damaging the reputation of Loclovood and extorting money from Lockwood.

34. Thereafter, on or about May 25 ,200 I , Xia filed an intentionally false and misleading

Broker-Dealer Withdrawal ("Form BDW") of Fletcher's broker-dealer registation with CRD



notwithstanding the absence of authorit) iur ..rr :.o, ¿ì'ìci ,ì ..ì'.'-¡,¡it i. the Stock Acquisition

Agreement and the Option Agreement not to do so. Xia had no authority to file the Form BD'W

since she had resigned from Fletcher on or about May 3, 2001. Furthermore, Xia knew that Fletcher

had no intention of withdrawing its registation with CRD, and that there was neither misconduct

nor wrongful activity on the part of Fletcher.

35- The firm filed a Continuing Membership Application in March 2001 with NASDR

to expand its business. The firm has an overhead of approximately $ 125,000 to maintain its offices.

The actions of Xia were intended to and had the effect of interfering with the approval of the

application with the result that the application for expansion to the firm is still not approved and

NASDR continues to consider the false and fraudulent statements by Xia in the approval process.

Damages include the overhead amount for operations, the lost profit from the firm's inability to

expand its business, as well as damage to the firm's business reputation.

AS AND FOR A FIRST CLAIM ON BEHALF OF LOCK1VOOD
DEFAMATION

36. Claimants repeat and reallege each and every allegation of paragraphs "l" through

"35" of the claim as if fully set forth herein.

37. Xiaand Pancomposed, prepared, delivered andpublishedExhibis F andGtoNatalia

Salygina and Mikhail Koûnan, the controlling and senior officers of 3W Corp., Inc., major corporate

customers of Holdings, Fletcher and Lockwood.

38. Pan made the statements to Peter Stamm for no other purpose other than to damage

the reputation of Fletcher, Holdings and Lockwood.

39- Upon information and belief, Xia and Pan transmitted the letters, Exhibits F and G,
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to damage the business of Fletcher, Holdings and Lockwood and in order to extort money frorn

Fletcher, Holdings and Lockwood. Further, Xia and Pan implicitly threatened to fi.gther disseminate

tetters and statements to individuals known to be customers of Fletcher and Holdings unless payment

was received.

40. Xia and Pan-transmitted and published Exhibits 4 *d G to Natalia Salygina and

Mikhail Kofrnan, and such publications constitutes tortious interference with the business

relationship between Fletcher, Holdings and Lockwood, on the one hand, and its major corporate

customer 3V/ Corp., Inc., and others on the other hand.

41. The publication by Xia and Pan of Exhibits F and G and pan's false statements to

Peter Stamm and others were malicious, reckless and intentionally published to cause harm to the

business of Fletcher, Holdings and Lockwood.

42' Fletcher, Holdings and Lockwood were all damaged by the defamatory statements

made by Xia and Pan to Natalia Salygina Mikhail Kofrnan and 3V/ Co.p.,Inc. As a result of the

defaruatory staiements ilescribed above, F'ietcher, Holdings and Lockwood were damaged by Xia

andPan andare entitled to compensatory damages andpunitive darnages in the approximate arnount

of five million dollars ($5,000,000).

BREACH OF CONTRACT

43. Claim¿¡¡15 repeat and reallege each and every allegation of paragraphs ,,1,, through

"42" of the claim as if fully set forth herein.

44. Xia entered into the Option Agreement and the Stock Acquisition Agreement with

l 0



tsc'lsrugs

45. Hoidings has performed all of its obligations to Xia under the C.ptions Agreement ar¡d

Stock Acquisition Agreement.

46. Xia has breached the Option Agreement, particularly but not limited to, Sections 7

(dxiii) andT (dXiv).

47' Sections 7(dxiiD and 7(d)(iv) of the option Agreement provide the following:

7. covenants. Xia covenants and agrees as follows: (d) conduct of
Business. Except as otherwise contemplated or p."t inìa by this
Agreement, from and after the execution and delivery oi tt i,
Agreement and until the Expiration Time, xia shall use his [sic]best efforts to cause (iii) the company to preserve its exisìint
licenses, franchises, rights, and privileges pertinent to its business
and credit ¿ur¿rngements with banks and other financial institutions
an{ (iv) the Company to preserve intact its business organiz¡tiqn
and keep available its present employees, a¡rd to prãserve its
goodwill and relationships with suppliers, custo*"tr, and others
with whom they deal and to continue to develop thei¡business, each
except with the prior written consent of Fletcher fHoldings].

Xia breached the foregoing sections of the Option Agreement in the following48.

mÍInner:

a' by knowingly and fraudulently making rnisrepresentations and omissions to

the NASDR for the principal purpose of revoking Fletcher's licenses, rights and privileges pertinent

to its business;

b' by making false and known to be false statements concerning Lockwood to

Natalia Salygin4 Mikhail Kofrnan, Charles Snow, Roman Thakeç Sergei Voronchenko, peter

Stamm, the NASD& cRD and SEC for the express purpose of damaging the business and

reputation of Lockwood, Fletcher and Holdings;

l l
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relationship and the duties, laws, rulcs and regulations thereby incorporated that govern the Option

Agreement;

d. by knowingly violating state and federal securities laws.

49. Xia breached the Stock Acquisition Agreement, particularly but not limited to,

Sections 7.1 (i i i), 7.1 (iv), 7.4,10.3 and 13.10.

50. Sections 7.1 (iii), 7.1 (iv), 7.4, 10.3 and l3.l of the Stock Acquisition Agreement

provide as follows:

The Company and Seller covenant and agree as follows:

7.1. Conduct of Business. Except as otherwise contemplated or
permitted by this Agreement, from and after the execution and
delivery of this Agreement and until December 31, 2001 (the
"Option Termination Date"), (iii) the Company will use its best
efforts to preserve its existing licenses, franchises, rights, and
privileges pertinent to its business and credit arrangements with
banks andother financial institutions, and(iv) the Companywill use
its best efforts to preserve intact its business organization and keep
available its present employees, and to preserve its goodwill and
relationships with the suppliers, customers, and others with whom
they deal and to continue to develop their business.

7.4. Implementation of Representations and Warranties. The
Company and Seller will take all action to render accurate as of the
C losing Date and as of the Option Termination Date the C ompany' s
and Seller's representations and warranties contained in this
Agreement, and the Company and Seller will refrain from taking
any action which would render inaccurate as of the Closing Date
any such representation or wa¡:anties.

10.3. No Litieation. There shall be no action, proceeding or
pending or actual litigation the purpose of which is to enjoin or may
be to enjoin the transactions contemplated by this Agreement or
which would have the effec! if successful, of imposing a material
liability upon Seller or the Company, or any of the officers or

12
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There shall be no action, proceeding, investigation or pending or
actual litigation against or with respect to the company, Buyer,
outstanding shares of Common Stock orthe Shares which could, in
any way, invalidate or damage this Agreement or value of the
consideration-

13.10. Good Faith. Each of the parties hereto agrees that it shall in
good faith in an attempt to cause all the conditions precedent and
subsequent to thei¡ respective obligations to be satisfied.

51. Xia breached the foregoing sections of the Stock Acquisitiån Agreement in the

following manner:

a. by knowingly and fraudulently making misrepresentations and omissions to

the NASDR forthe principal purpose ofrevoking Fletcher's licenses, rights and privileges pertinent

to its business;

b. by making false and known to be false statements conceming Lockwood to

Natalia Salygina Mikhail Kofrnan, Charles Snow, Roman Thaker, Sergei Voronchenko, peter

Stamm,the NASDR, CRD and SEC for the express purpose of damaging the business and reputation

of Lockwooci, Fletcher anci Holdings;

c. by breaching the fiduciary duty owed to Holdings by reason ofthe contractual

relationshiP and the duties, laws, rules and regulations thereby incorporated that govern the Stock

Acquisition Agreement;

d. by knowingly violating state and federal securities laws.

52- As a result of Xa's breach of the Option Agreement and the Stock Acquisition

Agreement, Claimans have been damaged.

l 3
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53. Claimants repeat and reallege each and every allegation of paragraphs " l " through

"52" of the claim as if fully set forth herein.

54. Xia and Pan composed, prepared, delivered and published Exhibits F and. G to Natalia

Salygina and Mikhail Kofman, the controlling and senior offrcers of 3W Corp., Inc., major corporate

customers of Holdings, Fletcher, and Lockwood.

55. 9pon information and belief, Xia and Pan hansmitted the letters, Exhibits F and G,

to Natalia Salygina and Mikhail Kofrnan and made the statement to Peter Stamm and others in order

to damage the business of Fletcher, Holdings and Lockwood, and in order to extort money from

Fletcher, Holdings and Lockwood. Further, Xia a¡rd Pan implicitly threatened to further disseminate

letters and statements to individuals known to be customers of Fletcher and Holdings t n I ess payment

was received.

56' Xia and Pan transmitted and published Exhibits F and G to Natalia Salygina and

Mikhail Kofrnan, and such publications constitutes tortious interference with the business

relationship between Fletcher, Holdings and Lockwood, on the one hand, and its major corporate

customer 3W Corp., Inc., and others on the other hand.

57. The publications of Exhibits F and G by Xia and Pan and Pan's statements to Peter

Stamm and others were malicious, reckless and intentionally published to cause harm to the business

of Fletcher, Holdings and Lockwood.

58. Fletcher, Holdings and Lockwood were damaged by the tortious interference of thei¡

br¡siness relationship with Natalia Salygina Mikhail Kofman and 3W Corp., Inc.

l 4



59. n.s a result cf R.e-sponCen15' ¡r,, {ruirs it:tellêrence with Claimants' cc,ritractrral and

economic relations, Claimants have been damaged.

AS AND FOR A FOURTH CLAIM ON BEHALF OF FLETCHER
TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE OF CONTRACT

60. Claimants repeat and reallege each and every allegation of paragraphs " 1" through

"59" of the claim as if fully set forth herein.

61- Holdings entered into an Option Agreement and Stock Acquisition Agreement with

Xia.

62. Xia had knowledge that Holdings w¿rs the holding company of Fletcher, a registered

broker-dealer with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission and a mernber of the

NASDR.

63. Xiaknewthat Fletcherwould be unabletomaintainclients, orsolicitpotential clients,

without the appropriate state and federal registration.

64. In an effort to tortiously interfere with Claimants' contractual and economic relations.

Xia engaged in a course of conduct designed to prevent Claimants from successfully rernaining in

the securities industry and soliciting customer business.

65. In filing a false, inaccurate and misleading Broker-Dealer Withdrawal with the

NASDR, Xia knewthat Fletcherwould face significant difüculty maintaining registration with the

NASDR.

66. By engaging in suchconduc! Xiaintentionally andunjustifiably attempted to induce

the NASDR to \Ã/ithdraw Fletcher's registation.

67. As a result of Respondents' tortious interference with Claimants' conhactual and

1 5



ecùnorììic rclaiions, Claimzurts have been damaged.

AS Ai..IÐ FOR A FIF'TH CLAIM ON BE}IALF' OF FLETCHER
BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY

68. Claimants repeat and reallege each and every allegation of paragraphs " 1" through

"67" of the claim as if fullv set forth herein.

69. At all relevant times, Xia was the majority shareholder of Fletcher. She was an

ofücer and director of Fletcher. As a majority sha¡eholder, officer and director of Fletcher, Xia had

a fiduciary duty to protect the interests of Fletcher.

70. Xia breached her fiduciary duty to Fletcher by making false and defamatory

statements about and concerning Fletcher's President, Lockwood, and publishing the same to

Fletcher's customers Natalia Salygina and Mikhail Kofrnan at 3W Corp., Inc.

71. As a result of the breach of Xia's fiduciary duty to Fletcher and Holdings, Claimants

have been damaged.

AS AND FOR A SIXTH CLAIM ON BEHALF OF ALL CLAIMANTS
VIOLATION OF NASD RULES

72. Claimants repeat and rcallege cach and cvery allegation of paragraphs " 1rr thrcugh

"71" of the claim as if fully set forth herein.

73. Respondents violated NASD Rules 2110 and IM-1000-1 which provide the
following:

2110. Standa¡ds of Commercial Honor and Principles of Trade: A
member, inthe conduct ofhis business, shall observe high standards
of commercial honor and just and equitable principles of trade.

IM-1000-1. Filing of Misleading Information as to Membership or
' Registration: The filing with the Association of information with

respect to membership or regisfation as a Re gistered Representative
which is incomplete or inaccurate so as to be misleading, or which
in any way tend to mislead, or the failue to correct such filing after

l 6



notice therq,lt', may be deemed to tre colrclli.-t lr:ur: ,isteni.¡ith jusi
and cquiiable priiiciples of trade and \\,ncn .iis,,ur/ored rnay be
sufftcien'. cause for appropriate disciplinary action.

74. Respondents, withtotal disregard forthe needs of Claimants, andwithfull knowledge

that Fletcher had no intention of withdrawing its registration with the NASDR, made representations

to the NASDR with knowledge of the falsity of the statements and with full knowledge that the

NASDR would rely on those statements.

7 5. By engaging in such conduct, Xia intentionally and unjustifiably attempted. to induce

the NASDR to withdraw Fletcher's resistration.

76. The firm filed a Continuing Membership Application in March 2001 with NASDR

to expand its business. The firm has an overhead. of approximately $125,000 to maintain its offices.

The actions of Xia were intended to and had the effect of interfering with the approval of the

application with the result that the application for expansion to the firm is still not approved and

NASDR continues to consider the false and fraudulent statements by Xia in the approval process,

Damages include the overhead amount for operations, the lost profit from the ftrm's inability to

expand its business, as well as damage to tire firni's business reputation.

AS AND FOR A SEVENTH CLAIM ON BEHALF OF LOCK1ryOOD
INTENTIONAL II{FLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS

77. Claimants repeat and reallege each and every allegation of paragraphs " 1" through

"76" of the claim as if fully set forth herein.

78. Xia and Pan intentionally inflicted emotional distess and harrr upon Lockwood by

the publication of the false and defamatory letters annexed hereto as Exhibits E, F and G, as well as

false statements made to Peter Stamm and others.

t 7



79. 
'li;e puçose of the pubÌicalirn by Xra l^.ni P¿ur ¿fthe Flxhibits ij, F and G a-s u'ei, a.s

false statements made to Peter Stamm and others, was to r:rfìict emotional distress and ha.rm upon

Lockwood.

80. As a result of the publication of Exhibits E, F and G as well as false statements made

to Peter Stamm and others, Lockwood suffered emotional distress and harm and was damaged

thereby.

81. As a result of the damage caused by Xia and Pan by the publication of Exhibits E,

F and G, as well as false statements made to Peter Stamm and others, Lockwood is entitled to a

judgrnent for compensatory and pruritive damages in the approximate amotu¡t of five million dolla¡s

($5,ooo,ooo).

WHEREFORE, Claimants request the following relief:

a. Compensatory damages in the approximate amount of five million dollars

(s5,000,000);

b. Pre-and post judgment interest on the compensatory damages;

c. Costs of this action, including costs an,i expenses of expert witnesscs;

d. Reasonable attorneys' fees;

e. Punitive damages in the sound discretion of the arbitrators;

f. An Order enjoining Respondents from holding themselves out as having any

cormection or association with Claimants to the general public or to the SEC, NASDR, CRD,

CFTC, NFA, NYSE, or any self-regulatory organization.
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g.  S t lcho ihc i re ì ie ius t i , c¿ i rb : ¡ ¡a io rsdecr r . le r - ;p i .J fp¿ i îù i r r ree l ihe i i ¡u¿t r ; . . inc . rJ

Dated: July 31,2001 Respectfully submitted,
New York, New York

SNOV/ BECKER KRAUSS, P.C.
Attorneys for Claimants
605 Thid Avenue,25ù Floor
New York, New York 10158
(2r2) 687-3860

T:\NS\Thomas Fletche¡\Claim.[Fletchcç Holdings, Lockwood].Final.wpd
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